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Abstract 

Extended Huckel molecular-orbital calculations of CO and HO adsorbed ensembles on smgle-crystal Pt and Rh clusters are 

presented The energy ranges related to the stablhty of adsorbed ensembles of the type (Me),(CO),(OH),,,, where Me stands for 

Rh(lOO), Rh(lll), Pt(100) and Pt(lll), were calculated for various coordmdtlon geometries and apphed potential conditions A 

stability mverslon potential was found for each ensemble A correlation was obtamed between the stability inversion potentials 

resulting from the different adsorbed ensembles and the potentials of the current peaks related to the voltammetric oxldatlon of 

CO adsorbates on Pt and Rh resulting from comparable potential perturbation conditions 

1. Introduction 

The chemlsorptlon of CO on noble metals such as 
Rh and Pt m acid solutions 1s of particular interest 
with respect to Cl chemistry [l-5] because CO acts as 
a poison m the catalytic oxldatlon of organic com- 
pounds such as methanol, formic acid and hydrocar- 
bons by occupymg active surface sites [61 

The electrocatalytlc properties of Rh and Pt, which 
are known from the study of several electrochemical 
reactions, appear to be rather similar [7,8] In the 
absence of specific metal complexmg species, Rh and 
Pt behave as stable materials at all pH values m 
aqueous solutions, although the electrochemical oxlda- 
tlon of Rh takes place at a potential lower than that of 
Pt [9,10] Data derived from ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) 
measurements [l&12] for these two metals have shown 
that different metal-adsorbate and lateral adsorbate- 
adsorbate mteractlons occur for those adsorbed mter- 
mediates which are involved m a number of catalytic 
oxldatlon reactions on Rh and Pt surfaces [131 A 
comprehensive understanding of the structure of CO 
adsorbates on Pt and Rh 1s required to improve the 
electrocatalytlc performance of these metals [14-171 
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Electrochemical [18-211 and UHV gas phase data 
[22-271 demonstrate that CO adsorbs on both Rh and 
Pt surfaces m linear and bridge forms, and the surface 
concentration ratio of these forms depends on 8,,, the 
degree of metal surface covered by CO, and the elec- 
tronic characteristics of the metal surface, which are 
determined by the nature and the topography of the 
metal as well as the applied potential for electrocheml- 
cal systems In these cases, for potentials lying m the 
range where CO electro-oxldatlon on Pt takes place, 
the CO bridge adsorbate conflguratlon 1s almost absent 
Ml 

Since the anodlc strlppmg voltammograms for CO 
adsorbates on Rh and Pt m aqueous electrolyte solu- 
tions are very different (Figs 1 and 2) [18-201, It has 
been concluded that the adsorption energy difference 
between the bridge and lmear forms of CO adsorbates 
on Pt 1s larger than that on Rh Accordmgly, the 
mterconverslon between the two forms of CO on Rh 
will be easier than on Pt, glvmg rise to a single CO 
anodlc stripping current peak for Rh (Fig 2) instead of 
the current peak multlphclty found for Pt (Fig 1) [2Ol 

Generally, CO adsorbate structures on noble metals 
m electrochemical systems have been described as 
coadsorbed complex ensembles [ 19,201, consisting of 
CO and OH species on well-defined Pt sites The 
presence of OH species results from the fast electro- 
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oxldatlon of H,O which takes place at potentials 
slightly less posltlve than the CO adsorbate electro- 
oxldatlon threshold potential Based upon of the exls- 
tence of these adsorbed structures, a first molecular 
orbital explanation of the orlgm of the adsorbed CO 
electro-oxldatlon voltammetrlc current peaks m acid 
solution m the absence of amon specific adsorptlon on 
Pt(100) and Pt(ll1) [29], and on Rh(ll1) 1301 has been 
advanced 

Recent experlmental[31-381 and theoretical [39-441 
mvestlgatlons of the mechamsm of the CO electro- 
oxldatlon reactlon have confirmed that two mam CO 
adsorbate coordmatlon geometries are present on Pt 
and Rh surfaces However, recent experimental re- 
search has suggested different mterpretatlons of the 
mteractlon of CO on noble metal surfaces, and a 
nucleation and growth mechamsm, which lmphes the 
formation of CO islands on the metal substrate, has 
been proposed [45-501 Regardless of the model, It 1s 
generally accepted that the CO adsorbate oxldlzmg 
agent 1s either OH or water molecules adjacent to the 
CO adsorptlon sites [45,51] 
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The first molecular orbital mterpretatlon of ad- 
sorbed CO electro-oxldatlon on Pt surfaces was based 
on the existence of lateral mteractlons between CO 
and OH adsorbates at adJacent sites, dlsregardmg the 
posslblhty of a nucleation and growth mechamsm 

This paper 1s the last m a series [31,32] devoted to a 
possible mterpretatlon of the electro-oxldatlon of CO 
adsorbates formed on noble metals (Me) on the basis 
of the stablhty of the [MeI,(O ensembles 
formed on Pt(lll), Pt(lOO), Rh(ll1) and Rh(100) as a 
function of the apphed potential The calculation pro- 
cedure describes the influence of the electromc charac- 
terlstlcs of the metal surfaces on the stablhty of CO 
adsorbates on these noble metals Results mdlcate that 
the difference m the electrochemical electro-oxldatlon 
of adsorbed CO on Pt and Rh single crystals is due 
partly to the different adsorptive propertles of the two 
metals with respect to CO, and partly to the potential 
ranges of stab&y of H and OH adsorbed species, 
resulting from the electrochemical decomposltlon of 
water, on the metals It should be noted that the 
potential range where CO and H coadsorptlon takes 
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Fig 1 Voltammograms related to the electro-oxldatlon of CO adsorhates on (A) Pt(lll) and (B) Pt(100) smgle-crystal electrodes at 10 V s-l In 
CO-saturated 0 5 M HCIO, at a CO adsorptlon potential Eads of 0 45 V/(RHE) and different adsorptlon times 7,ds at 25°C (Al) 7,ds = 2 6 s 

(full curve), and blank (broken curve), (A2) T,,,~ = 25 s, (Bl) 7,,+ = 2 8 s (full curve) and blank (broken curve), (B2) T,,,~ = 20 s Data taken from 

ref 2 with permIssIon of Elsevler Science Pubhshers 
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place on Rh 1s larger than that on Pt [20] We under- 
stand that the conclusions derived from molecular or- 
bital calculations are compatible with the nucleation 
and growth model, as the proposed CO adsorptlon 
geometries are valid for the first layer of the adsorbed 
nucleus 

r 

This work covers the followmg topics The calcula- 
tion procedure and experimental literature data are 
reviewed m Sections 2 and 3 The dependence of the 
possible CO adsorbate conflguratlons on the electronic 
characterlstlcs of the metal surface 1s discussed m 
Section 4 Finally, m Sections 5 and 6 a correlation 1s 
attempted between the stab&y mverslon potentials 
resulting from the different adsorbed ensembles, and 
the anodlc stripping potentials of CO adsorbates on Pt 
and Rh 

2. Outline of the calculation procedure 

The value of the energy E related to chemical bond 
formation 1s given by the sum of two energy compo- 
nents E, and E,, E, IS a pauwlse atom-atom 
repulsive energy term and E,, 1s an attractive energy 
term due to electron delocahzatlon and bond forma- 
tion Following the procedure of Anderson and 
coworkers [52,53], this energy has been approximated 
as a sum of one-electron molecular orbital energies 
obtained by dlagonahzmg a Hamlltoman similar m 
form to the extended Huckel Hamlltoman 

The method can be described briefly as follows The 
energy matrix elements of the attractive energy compo- 
nent were calculated from the equations [521 

Hi” = - (VSIP)f (1) 

HP,“=0 (2) 

H:b = 1 125( Hi” + Hib)SGb exp( -0 13R) (3) 

where the I run over all orbltals and the a run over all 
atoms, VSIP denotes the valence state lomzatlon po- 
tential, SP,” 1s the overlap integral between orbital z on 
centre a and orbital J on centre b, and R 1s the 
internuclear distance between centres a and b The 
values of SG” were calculated using Slater-type valence 
orbltals The exponents of the Slater orbltals were 
taken from the literature [54] 

Core-core repulsive energy values E, were calcu- 
lated as panwlse additive m the way proposed by 
Anders et al [55] 

Fig 2 Voltammograms related to the electro-oxldatlon of CO adsor- 

bates at 0 05 V s-l on different Rh electrodes (A) Rh(100) m 0 1 M 

HCIO, (a) Oco = 0 77, (b) 8,o = 0 45, (c) Q. = 0 3, (d) 8,-o = 0 2, 
(e) 0,-o = 0 1 The current scale voltammogram (a) 1s fourfold com- 

pressed (B) Rh(ll1) m 0 1 M HCIO, Eads = -0 25 V (full curve), 

blank (dotted curve) The broken curve corresponds to the blank 
with a current scale magmfled 2 5 times (C) Polycrystalhne Rh m 0 2 

M K,SO, The broken curve corresponds to the blank (D) Polycrys- 

tallme Rh m 0 5 M H,SO, m the absence (dashed hne) and 
presence (solid Ime) of an adsorbed CO monolayer Data from refs 

21, 29 and 30 by permIssIon of Elsevler Science Publishers and The 

American Chemical Society 
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The bmdmg energy (BE) between a complex adsor- 
bate such as (CO),(OH), conslstmg of an ensemble of 
n CO and m OH species on a substrate metal site 
[Me], formed by N metal atoms, 1s defined as follows 

BE = &4ejN(CO),(OH), - fl&) - m&OH) - E[Me]&! (4) 

where the E denote the energies of the different 
ensembles 

To reproduce the work function modlflcatlon due to 
adsorption, the mltlal values of VSIPs given m refs 56 
and 57 were adjusted until the charge transfer at the 
equlhbrmm distance m the heteronuclear dlatomlc 
bond was close to that predicted by the electronegatlv- 
lty difference m Pauhng’s lomclty relationship [581 

The charge transfer reaction 

[Me] + H,O = [Me](OH) + H++ e- (5) 

mvolvmg the reversible electroadsorptlon of the water 
molecule on the metal defines the equlhbrmm elec- 
trode potential The charge transfer induced by the 0 
atom 1s larger than that induced by the C atom bonded 
to the metal Consequently, the VSIPs of this system 
were taken as a reference for slmulatmg the electric 
potential applied to the electrochemical interface A 
positive applied electric potential shifts the Fermi level 
of the metal downwards m the energy scale and vice 
versa Thus these changes were simulated by either 
decreasing or increasing the VSIPs of the metal from 
the reference values associated with the equlhbrmm 
electrode potential defined by eqn (5) The values of 
VSIPs and Slater orbital exponents employed m the 
calculations are given m Table 1 

It should be noted that a 1 V shift m the apphed 
electric potential does not necessarily correspond to a 
1 eV shift m VSIP In earlier work it was found that a 
correlation g = 0 3 eV V-’ allowed a reasonable de- 
scrlptlon of the energy range of stable CO adsorbate 
structures on Pt(ll1) (g = 0 32) [311 and Rh(ll1) (g = 

0 30) [32] This value of g could be Justified from 
ESCA measurements at the Au(100) + 0 5 M NaF sys- 
tem [59,60] For this system a 1 0 V shift m the energy 
of bulk states was related to a 0 3 eV shift m surface 
state energy [59,60] The shift m Fermi energy level 
with the applied electric potential differs appreciably 
for various metal 1 electrolyte solution interfaces, as 1s 
expected smce the characteristics of the correlation are 
determined by both surface and bulk state energies, 
which m turn exhibit specific responses to the applied 
electric potential For example, m contrast with g = 0 3 
eV V-’ for Au(100) + 0 5 M NaF, the value of g for 
the Ag(ll0) + 0 5 M NaF system ranges from 3 to 4 
eV V-’ [61] In the case we are studying, the electronic 
structure of the surface, defined by the nature and 
topology of the metal, has an influence on the g value, 
as shown m Table 2 

Clusters [Me(lll)],, and [Me(lOO& with d bands 
filled with at least one electron per orbital were used 
to model the single-crystal metal surfaces (Fig 3) The 
clusters were constructed geometrically from the Rh- 
Rh and Pt-Pt closest approach distances (0 2687 nm 
and 0 2770 nm respectively) The smallest cluster dl- 
menslon compatible with the mnnmum influence of 
border effects was used to model the adsorption sys- 
tems Accordmgly, cooperative mteractlons between 
adsorbates on the central four-atom region of the 
cluster were consldered (Figs 4 and 5) 

The Me-CO and Me-OH adsorption bond lengths 
were calculated from the mmlmum of bmdmg energy 
versus Me-adsorbate distance curves A linear conflgu- 
ration perpendicular to the metal surface was consid- 
ered for both CO and OH m the coadsorbed systems 
on the basis of the adsorption geometries of the species 
separately [19,31] The C-O and O-H interatomic 
distances were fured at 0 116 nm and 0 100 nm respec- 
tively The OH species adsorbed at 0 195 nm from the 
Rh(l11) surface and 0 20 nm from the Pt(ll1) surface, 

TABLE 1 Parameters used m the calculations prmclpal quantum number n for s, p and d orbltals, orbltal exponent 5, lomzatlon potential VSIP 
and coefficients C, and C, for d orbltals 

Atom s orbltal p orbltal d orbltal 

n 5 VSIP n 5 VSIP n 51 VSIP C, c2 52 

0 (A) 2 1946 -2698 2 1 927 -1212 
(B) 2 2 146 -2698 2 2 127 - 12 12 

H (A) 1 1000 - 12 10 
C (B) 2 1 6.58 - 18 50 2 1618 -9760 
Rh (C) 5 2 135 -9670 5 2 100 -6314 4 4 290 -1177 0 5807 5 686 1970 
Pt (0 6 2 850 - 10 99 6 2 550 -6955 5 6 310 -1159 0 6640 0 5779 2 410 

(A) Atom m Hz0 molecule 

(B) Atom m CO molecule 

(C) Me m either [Me(100)]2,(H20XCO) or [Me(lll)]22(H20XCO) ensembles 
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TABLE 2 Correlation between SIP values of different CO adsor- 

bates on Me(ll1) or Me0001 (Me = Pt (A) or Rh (B)) and the 

potentials of the CO electro-oxldatlon voltammetrlc peaks recorded 

at constant potential sweep v 

SIP g= EOP EOP 

(talc ) /eV V-’ (talc 1 (exp 1 

/eV /V /V 

Me=Pt 
Pt(lll)COT 

Fogs 4 l(a), 4 l(d) 

Pt(lll)COT 

Figs 4 l(b), 4 l(e) 

Pt(lll)COT 

Fogs 4 l(c), 4 l(f) 

Pt(lll)COn 

Fig 4 2(a), 4 2(b) 

PtWO)COT 

Fig 5 l(b), 5 l(f) 

Pt(loo)COT 

Fig 5 l(c), 5 l(f) 

PtWlO)CO= 

Fig 5 l(d), 5 l(g) 

Me=Rh 
Rh(lll)COT 

Fig 4 l(a), 4 l(d) 

Rh(lll)COT 

Fig 4 l(b), 4 l(e) 
Rh(lll)COH 

Fig 4 3(a), 4 3(b) 

Rh(lOO)CO= 

Fig 5 l(a), 5 l(e) 

Rh(lOO)COT 

Fig 5 l(b), 5 l(f) 

Rh(lOO)COT 

Fig 5 l(c), 5 l(f) 
Rh(lOO)COT 

Fig 5 l(d), 5 l(g) 
Rh(lOO)COB 

Fig 5 2(a), 5 2(b) 

0 25 0 32 078 

0 30 0 32 0 94 

0 35 032 109 

0 39 0 32 121 

0 81 

0 96 

1 11 

0 23 0 27 0 85 0 83 

0 25 0 27 0 93 093 

031 0 27 1 14 108 

0 14 0 29 0 48 

0 22 0 29 0 76 

0 48 0 29 165 

0 24 031 077 

0 30 031 0 97 

043 031 138 

0 44 031 141 

0 29 0 31 0 94 

0 47 

0 75 

1 62 

0 75 

095 

0 95 

The values Indicate the probable adsorbate Involved at different 

electro-oxldatlon potentials Calculated (talc 1 and experlmental 

(exp ) EOP values are given The relation between EOP (talc 1, SIP 

(talc ) and g, as well as the defuutlon of g, are given m the text 
a u=lOVs-1forPtandv=005Vs-‘forRh 

whereas m the presence of adsorbed OH the CO 
molecule 1s stablhzed at 0 224 nm from the Rh(ll1) 
surface and 0 213 nm from the Pt(ll1) surface 

3. Adsorbed CO voltammetric electro-oxidation on Rb 
and Pt: summary of the experimental data 

The electrochemical oxldatlon of CO adsorbates m 
acid electrolytes has been investigated on Rh [21] and 
more extensively on Pt single crystals and Pt polycrys- 
tallme electrodes [1,2,X3,19] for different values of 8,, 
Recently, absolute surface IR spectra for CO on 
Rh(lOO) and Rh(ll1) [29,30] and on Pt(ll1) and Pt(lOO) 

[37] m acid solution have also been reported as a 
function of 8,o and the electrode potential V 

The electro-oxldatlon of adsorbed CO on Pt and Rh 
(Figs 1 and 2) m aqueous solution behaves as a typical 
irreversible electrochemical process The reaction tak- 
mg place on these metals exhibits some common fea- 
tures, namely the multlphclty and posltlon of the corre- 
sponding voltammetrlc peaks depend strongly on eco, 
the crystal face of the metal and the electrolyte compo- 
sition mcludmg pH Thus, for 8,o = 0 5, two CO elec- 
tro-oxldatlon peaks were found for Pt(lOO) and Pt(ll1) 
m acid media In contrast, for eco = 1, a single sharp 
anodlc voltammetrlc peak located at a high positive 
potential was observed 

However, on polycrystallme Rh with tic0 = 1, the 
electro-oxldatlon of adsorbed CO m acid exhibits a 
angle, although somewhat distorted, anodlc peak (Fig 
2A) probably mvolvmg a complex structure The char- 
acterlstlcs of this peak agree with the pseudo-derlvatlve 
shape of the correspondmg electromodulated IR spec- 
tral (EMIRS) band [30] Furthermore, the features of 
the anodlc peak depend on whether the reaction takes 
place on Rh(lOO) or Rh(ll1) (Fig 2B) In the former 
case, the shift of the peak potential to lower values as 
8,o 1s decreased from 0 77 to 0 1 suggested the exls- 
tence of two dlstmgmshable types of CO adsorbates on 
Rh m acids 

(a) 

(b) 

Fig 3 Cluster models for the different Me surface sites (a) Me(lll), 

(b) Me(100) Me = Rh, Pt 
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The existence of different CO adsorption bonds has 
been concluded from UHV data for Rh/CO(gas) and 
Pt/CO(gas) systems [22-271 The latter were also used 
to describe the electrochemical behavlour of CO Thus 
the anodlc peak for Pt at low potentials was associated 
with bridge-bonded (blcoordmated) CO, whereas the 
peak at high potentials was attributed to linearly 
bonded CO [2,31 The origin of the smgle desorptlon 
voltammetrlc peak obtained on polycrystalhne Rh 1211 
was assigned exclusively to the presence of linearly 

I o, b,c I d.e.f 

2b 

3b 

Local structures defined around the central atom of [Me(lll)],, 

Site 1 Site 2 Site 3 Site 4 

(a) CO Empty Empty - 

(b) CO CO Empty - 

(c) co co co - 

(d) CO Empty Empty CO 

(e) CO CO Empty CO 

(f) co co co co 

Fig 4 Local structures mvolvmg the central atoms of the cluster 

The energies of the various configurations were compared as de- 
scribed m the text m order to define the stab&y mverslon potential 

(SIP) on Me(ll1) 

I o, b,c,d 1 e.f.g.h 

Local structures defined on the central atom of [Me(100)], 

Site 1 Site 2 Site 3 

(a) CO CO - 

(b) CO CO CO 

Fig 5 Local structures mvolvmg the central atoms of the cluster 

The energies of the various configuratIons were compared as de- 

scribed m the text m order to define the SIP on Me(100) 

bonded CO produced by the mterconverslon from facile 
blldge to linear adsorbate at the Rh surface However, 
this explanation disagrees with gas phase spectroscopic 
d&a which suggest that only linearly bonded CO 1s 
piesent on Rh for 0,o =S 1 The oxldatlve desorptlon 
of CO adsorbates from both Rh and Pt has been 
explained m terms of a mechamsm of lateral mterac- 
tlons between CO and oxygenated mtermedlates ad- 
sorbed on the metal surface [19,20,31,32] However, the 
different types of electrochemical behavlour of Rh and 
Pt, which are manifested even m the absence of ad- 
sorbed CO, were not properly considered m deahng 
with the differences m the oxldatlve desorptlon of CO 
adsorbates on those metals It should be noted that the 
H and 0 adatom electroadsorptlon potential ranges on 
Rh m acid are narrower than those on Pt Correspond- 
ingly, the potential range for CO and H coadsorptlon 1s 
greater on Rh than on Pt [9], and the overlap of the 
potential ranges of 0 adatoms for Rh becomes much 
larger than for Pt Hence the 0 electroadsorptlon on 
Rh should be strongly inhibited by the presence of CO 
[20], and the electrodesorption of CO from Rh should 
depend more strongly on the type of (OHXCO) lateral 
mteractlons than for Pt The shift m the potential of 
the anodlc peak from 0 75 V m acid to 0 95 V m 
neutral solution (Fig 2C) on polycrystalhne Rh sug- 
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gests that the (OHXCO) lateral mteractlons become 
largely influenced by the solutlon composltlon [29,62] 

4. Dependence of the probable CO adsorbate configu- 
rations on the electronic characteristics of the metal 
surface 

The possible structures of CO adsorbates on noble 
metals has been extensively investigated through the 
C-O stretching frequency, which characterizes the 
CO/metal surface bondmg [28,36,38,46-501 Recently, 
it was found that the bridge to linear CO-adsorbate 
mterconverslon on Pt and Rh cannot be related to 
slmllarltles m bmdmg energy From the dependence of 
the spectral frequency on the electric potential mea- 
sured m situ using IRRAS-EMIRS techniques, it 
seems more reasonable to assign the CO-adsorbate 
electrodesorptlon peak multlphclty on Pt and Rh to 
potential-induced structural effects [28,63] 

The spectral frequency shift was quantitatively mter- 
preted by the apphcatlon of semi-emplncal MO-based 
ASED calculations [53,64,651 Accordmgly, the m- 
crease m the CO stretching frequency due to the 
displacement of CO adsorbates from multiple to single 
adsorption sites as the potential 1s posltlvely shlfted 
was explained on the basis of Blyholder’s model for 
CO molecules through a higher stablhzatlon of the 5a 
donation to the lower-level metal valence band [53,64- 
661 Interactions of both u and rr type are known to 
contribute to the Me-CO bond formation [39- 
43,63,66] According to ab-mltlo calculations, a-type 
interactions are mainly repulsive (Pauli repulsion) 
[43,44,63,66] The Me charge m a-symmetry orbltals 
hybrldlzes and polarizes away from CO to reduce the 
Me-SC CO overlap and hence to reduce repulsion 
OtherwIse, the r-type mteractlons are bondmg and are 
the most important m the stablhzatlon of the Me-CO 
bond Ab-mltlo [43,44,63,661 density functional [41,421 
and semi-emplncal [31,32,39] calculations, together 
with m-situ IR spectroscopy data, demonstrate that 
linearly coordmated CO adsorbates are present on 
both Pt and Rh m the potential range where elec- 
trodesorptlon of CO adsorbates takes place Therefore 
the conclusions derived from the present approach 
(Fig 6) agree with those reported previously 

5. Possible structures involved m the CO electro-oxida- 
tion process 

Provided that lateral mteractlons between adsorbed 
species are involved m the stab&y of CO adsorbates at 
any value of f3,,, the electrochemical desorptlon of 
CO adsorbates m the aqueous environment should 

‘5; -r;----’ ,-_- L i 

-1 0 -3 -2 -1 0 

APPLIED ELECTRlC POTENTIAL ,v APPLIED ELECTRIC POTENTIN /V 

57 I 

,sl- -----5- ---1--- A; 11 I 
-3 -2 -1 0 

APPLlED ELECTRIC F0TENT’A.I /v 
APRlED ELECTRIC POTENTIAL/” 

Fig 6 Bmchng energy (BE) shifts for CO adsorbed on different 
surfaces sites as a fun&on of the apphed potential (positwe charg- 
Ing) 

occur for a certain potential value at which the stability 
range of (OHXCO) coadsorbates is exceeded The 
threshold potentials related to the electro-oxldatlon of 
CO adsorbates have been semi-emplncally associated 
with the stab&y limits of different adsorbate ensem- 
bles represented as [MeI,(C (N = 22, 25, 
IZ = 1, 2, 3, m = 1, Me = Pt, Rh) At certain applied 
potentials which depend on the values of m and n, a 
new MeI,( +m ensemble 1s formed by dlsplace- 
ment of the (CO,XOH), by (CO),,, m the adsorp- 
tion site In terms of the nucleation and growth model, 
CO adsorbates may belong to either second- or 
higher-order layers of islands, and m this way the 
stretching frequency 1s maintained unshifted through 
the occupation of sites of the same coordmatlon geom- 
etry According to energy calculations, the formation of 
the b4el,(CO), +n ensemble seems to be more hkely 
than the formation of coadsorbed structures such as 
CO OH, CO H,O or COH OH [32] 

Spectroscopic data of the Me + CO(gas) system were 
considered m order to establish the most stable mltlal 
adsorbate structure for the different values of eco, and 
to determine how these structures are modified when a 
positive potential is applied (Figs 7-11) The stab&y 
calculations of those structures which were built up on 
the central four-metal-atom region of each cluster to 
mmlmlze cluster border effects provide mformatlon 
about the possible local mteractlons for different val- 
ues of oco (Figs 4 and 5) 

At low &.o values a (fi x fi)R30” LEED CO 
adsorbate pattern 1s produced on both Rh(ll1) and 
Pt(l11) m contact with CO gas through the occupancy 
of top sites [22,24,25,29,37] (Fig 7), glvmg rise to the 
nearest-nelghbour mteractlons depicted m Fig 4 l(a) 
At intermediate oco values either a c(2 x 2) LEED 
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Fig 7 (6 x fi)R30” LEED pattern corresponding to CO adsorbed 

on Me(ll1) for 0,, = 0 33 The powble OH adsorption site IS also 

Included The structure of the adsorbed layer remams at posltwe 

potential 

pattern on Rh(ll1) or a c(4 X 2) LEED pattern on 
Pt(lll), lmplymg the simultaneous occupancy of either 
top and hollow sites or top and bridge sites of the 
surface respectively, IS produced (Fig 8) Different 
local mteractlons obtained by changing the adsorptlon 
geometry of the CO molecule by a posltlve applied 
potential are illustrated m Fig 4 l(a)-4 l(c) Likewise, 
multlbonded CO species would result from the mterac- 
tlons depicted m Figs 4 2 and 4 3 for Pt(ll1) and 
Rh(ll1) respectively However, although the presence 
of multlbonded CO species 1s rather unhkely on un- 

b c 

b 

(8) 

Fig 8 (A) (a) Adsorbed structure derwed from the c(2 x 2) LEED 

pattern of CO adsorbed on Rh(lll) (uncharged surface) for 8,-o = 

0 5, the OH adsorptlon site 1s also included, (b), (c) adsorbed 

structures resultmg for a posItwe potential to the mitral ~(2x2) 

structure (B) (a) Adsorbed structure as derived from the c(4X 2) 

LEED pattern of CO adsorbed on Pt(lll), (b), (c) adsorbed struc- 

tures obtamed by applymg a posltwe potential to the mltlal ~(4x2) 

structure 

b 

Fig 9 (a) CO adsorbate structures on Me(ll1) for eco= 1, (b) 

adsorbed structures obtained for a posItwe potential apphed to the 

mltlal structure A local vacancy IS necessary for OH adsorptlon 

charged metals, the stab&y of these species has also 
been evaluated 

Unfortunately, at present there are no conclusive 
data related to the structure of CO adsorbates for 
8 co * 1 although a posltlve electrode charging leads to 
the structure depicted m Fig 9 on both Pt(ll1) and 
Rh(ll1) The mteractlons involved m the structure 
illustrated m Fig 4 l(c) favour the desorptlon of CO 

A similar analysis can be extended to Rh(100) and 
Pt(100) surfaces At low oco the CO adsorbate on 
either Rh(100) or Pt(100) constitutes c(2 X 2) LEED 
patterns through the occupancy of bl-coordinated sites 
(Fig 10(a)) When a positive potential IS applied to 
these structures, they change to one of those illustrated 
m Figs 10(b)-10(d) mvolvmg conflguratlons such as 
those depicted m Figs 5 1 and 5 2 As 13~~ is increased, 
the hnearly coordmated CO adsorbate on both Rh(100) 

a b 

d 

Fig 10 Possible structures of adsorbed CO on Me(100) at B,, = 0 5 

(aI1 ~(2 X 2) LEED pattern dewed for the uncharged metal, (b, c, d) 

possible structure modlflcatlons resultmg by shlftmg the potential 
posltwely The OH adsorptlon site LS also Included 
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a b C 
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Fig 11 Structures correspondmg to relatrvely high CO surface coverages on Me(100) (a) uncharged surface, Me = Pt, 9 = 0 65, c(2 x 2) LEED 
pattern, (b) uncharged surface, 0 = 0 75, Me = Rh, (2 x 1) LEED pattern, (c) possible structure resulting from mcreasmg eco and shlftmg the 
potential positively A local vacancy IS required for OH adsorption 

and Pt(100) leads to c(2 x 1) and c(4 x 2) structures, 
respectively (Fig 11) Accordmgly, under a positive 
potential and with eco = 1, only the mteractlons result- 
mg for the surface structure deplcted m Fig 5 l(c) 
contribute to the rupture of the adsorbates from both 
metals 

The bmdmg energy levels of the different coadsor- 
bate structures illustrated m Figs 4 l(a)-4 l(c), 4 2(a), 
4 3(a), 5 l(a)-5 l(c), 5 2(a) and 5 2(b) change contmu- 
ously as the applied potential 1s progressively increased 
from 0 0 V to 10 V, so that these structures become 
less stable than those shown m Figs 4 l(d)-4 l(f), 
4 2(b), 4 3(b), 5 l(d)--5 l(f), 5 2(c) and 5 2(d) The val- 
ues of BE for adsorbate ensembles for which IZ = m = 1 
plotted against the applied potential (Fig 12) indicate 
that the [MeI, ensemble 1s the most stable 
at low potentials, m contrast with the [MeI( en- 
semble From these results, it 1s possible to define the 
stability mverslon potential (SIP) of each ensemble as 

-7 8 i 

Fig 12 Bmdmg energy of adsorbed (CO) (OH) (0) and of adsorbed 
(CO), (0) ensembles on [Pt(lll)],, as a function of the apphed 
electric potential The crossing point of the straight lines determmes 
the SIP 

the potential value at which the energy range of the 
stable structure 1s exceeded When this occurs the 
ensemble can change mto another form by losing CO,, 
according to a process such as 

[MelN(CO).(OH) + 2(CO) 

* [Me]N(CO),+1 + H++ CO, + e- (6) 

where, as discussed previously, the extra CO molecules 
m eqn (6) are associated with the adsorbate ensemble 
or islands m the framework of the nucleation and 
growth model It should be noted that results from 
experiments involving “CO + 13C0 mixtures demon- 
strate that CO electrosorbed on Pt or Rh has the 
ability to undergo a rapid exchange with solution phase 
CO [46] These results are consistent with the presence 
of adsorbate CO structures on the surface 

On the assumption that reaction (6) represents the 
electro-oxldatlon of the adsorbate, the SIP values re- 
lated to the different adsorbate conflguratlons can be 
related to the potentials of the various voltammetrlc 
anodlc peaks reported for the electro-oxldatlon of CO 
adsorbed on Pt(lOO), Pt(lll), Rh(100) and Rh(ll1) m 
aqueous acid solutions, provided that the comparison is 
made at a constant potential sweep u This implies that 
the various possible reactions involve the same nre- 
verslble behavlour as expressed, for instance, through a 
constant peak potential dependence on u for all reac- 
tions [7,8] Accordmgly, the theoretical electro-oxlda- 
tlon potential (EOP) correspondmg to the voltammet- 
rlc peaks can be calculated from the SIP values as 
follows 

EOP = SIP/g (7) 

where m this case g, which has been already defined m 
Section 2,ls also a function of the potential sweep rate 

The experimental and theoretical EOP values and 
the values of g employed for the different Pt crystal 
faces at u = 10 V s-l are given m Table 2 A quahta- 
tlve description of the multlphclty of anodlc voltam- 
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metric peaks for CO adsorbates at low 8,o on both 
Pt(ll1) and Pt(lOO) can be proposed as follows 

The voltammetrlc anodlc current peak at 0 81 V on 
Pt(ll1) can be asslgned to the rupture of adsorbate 
structures produced at low values of 8,o (Fig 4 l(a)) 
As the value of 8,o on [Pt(lll)],, increases, the 
voltammetrlc peak at 0 96 V resulting from the rupture 
of the (CO),(OH) ensemble (Fig 4 l(b)) 1s observed 
Subsequently, the peak at 1 10 V can be assigned to 
the rupture of the (CO),(OH) ensemble (Fig 4 l(c)) 
Finally, bridge-bonded (CO)-(OH) mteractlons (Figs 
4 2(a) and 4 2(b)) give rise to a peak at 1 2 V, which, 
however, overlaps the oxygen evolution reaction (OER) 
potential region 

The preceding analysis can be extended to [Pt(lOO)],, 
for tic0 + 1 In this case the peak at 108 V can be 
related to the rupture of the (CO),(OH) ensembles 
(Fig 5 l(d)) Different ensembles can be formed for 
intermediate values of 19,~ under a positive potential 
(Figs 5 l(b) and 5 l(c)), and then rupture can be 
related to peaks found at 0 83 V and 0 93 V Further- 
more, the adsorbate structures on [Pt(100)lZ5 assocl- 
ated with low values of 8,, (Figs 5 l(a) and 5 2(a)) 
become unstable only when the applied potential ex- 
ceeds 0 3 V In this case the residual bridge-bonded 
CO (Fig 5 2(b)) becomes sufficiently stable up to po- 
tentials near the OER threshold potential 

Followmg the same type of analysis for Rh(lll), the 
voltammetrlc peak at 0 95 V can be assigned to the 
rupture of the (CO),(OH) ensemble (Fig 4 l(c)) for 
any value of oco Nevertheless, for positive charging 
and low values of 0,, the rupture of the linearly 
bonded (CO),(OH) ensemble (Fig 4 l(b)) would give 
rise to the anodlc current peak at 0 75 V In this case, 
the CO OH mteractlon (Fig 4 l(a)) prevailing at low 
values of 8,, would produce an electro-oxidation peak 
at 0 47 V which has not been observed 

The CO OH adsorbed ensemble on Rh(lOO) be- 
comes unstable at potentials more positive than those 
calculated for Rh(ll1) However, the peak potential 
related to the rupture of [linearly bonded (CO),-(OH)] 
and [linearly bonded (CO)-bridge-bonded (CO)-(OH)] 
ensembles on Rh(lOO) (Figs 5 l(b) and 5 2(b)) overlaps 
that expected from the (CO),(OH) ensemble on 
Rh(ll1) The same result 1s obtained for the (COXOH) 
ensemble on Rh(lOO) (Fig 5 l(d)) and for the 
(CO),(OH) ensemble on Rh(ll1) Accordingly, the 
higher stability of the (CO),(OH) ensembles on Rh(lOO) 
furnishes no extra voltammetrlc peak Therefore these 
results explain why CO adsorbates on polycrystalhne 
Rh exhibit an apparent single electro-oxldatlon current 
peak 

It should be noted that the appearance of the an- 
odlc peaks at 0 75 V m acid solution (1 M HClO,, 0 5 

M H,SO,) and at 0 95 V m neutral solution (0 2 M 
K,SO,), which have been ascribed to CO electro- 
oxldatlon from polycrystalhne Rh, 1s consistent with 
the appearance of two peaks for Rh(lOO) m 0 1 M 
HClO, In addition, a single anodlc peak at 0 95 V has 
also been found for Rh m 1 M HClO, when eco + 1 
[18,19], with a shoulder at 0 75 V 

Since CO cannot displace completely the H adatoms 
from the Rh surface, either the fourth adsorption site 
on Rh(ll1) (Fig 4 l(d)) or both the third and fourth 
adsorption sites on Rh(lOO) (Figs 5 l(c) and 5 l(d) are 
likely to be occupied by H atoms which influence the 
electro-oxldatlon characteristics of the CO adsorbate 
ensembles for low f+o Accordmgly, depending on the 
CO adsorption time, either voltammetrlc peaks at 0 95 
V and 0 75 V or a single peak at 0 75 V can be 
observed m acid 

From the preceding analysis based upon the shift of 
the CO adsorbate electro-oxldatlon peaks to lower 
potential values, it can be concluded that the occupa- 
tion of Rh sites by H adatoms would preclude coopera- 
tive mteractlons mvolvmg the highest number of near- 
est-nelghbour adsorbed CO molecules on the Rh sur- 
face 

6. Molecular orbital interpretation 

Cooperative mteractlons resulting from coadsorbed 
CO and OH species should emerge from molecular 
orbital mteractlons between these species and the metal 
surface [31,32,67] It should be noted that H,O elec- 
trodecomposltlon yielding adsorbed OH and H+ ions 
on both Rh and Pt m acid solution begins at relatively 
low potentials at which the metal surfaces 1s already 
almost covered by linearly bonded CO adsorbates 

As can be seen m Fig 13, the stablhzatlon of OH 
orbltals through bonding mteractlons occurs m a slml- 
la1 manner on both [MeI,( and [Me], substrates 
However, perturbatlve mteractlons mvolvmg OH and 
preadsorbed CO shift the energy of antlbondmg 
Me(OH) orbital levels up, this explains why OH be- 
comes more strongly bound to the metal as the number 
n of CO molecules m the adsorbate ensemble m- 
creases Thus, for a given applied potential and metal 
surface structure (Fig 13), the adsorption energy 
for OH on [Me],, [MeI,( [MeI,( and 
[Me],(CO), increases the stability of the coadsorbate 
ensemble produced by the less effective OH antlbond- 
mg interaction 

However, the Fermi energy level of the metal sur- 
face decreases with positive potentials (positive charg- 
mg) Accordingly, the stability of coadsorbate ensem- 
bles decreases on increasing the strength of the antl- 
bonding mteractlons The greater the value of e,,, the 
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higher IS the electric potential requrred for the adsor- 
bate electro-oxldatlve desorptlon, assuming that It oc- 
curs according to reaction (61, when the surface site, 
which 1s fully occupied by CO molecules, becomes 
more stable 

The present calculations also show that, as ex- 
petted, the mteractlons between constituents wlthm 
the proper adsorbate ensemble, either [MeI, 
or [MelJCOXCO), depend on the distance between 
the constituents As the interactions between adjacent 
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Fig 13 Molecular orbltal correlation diagrams for the adsorptlon and coadsorptlon of (CO), (0 I n I 4) and (OH) on [Me], (a) [Me], = 

[Pt(lll)122, (b) [Mel, = [Pt(lOO&, (cl [Mel, = [Rh(lll)l,,, (d) [Mel, = [Rh(lOO)l,, 
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CO adsorbates are stronger than those for non-ad- reqmred for the electro-oxldatlon of the ensemble 
Jacent species, the potential required to electro-oxldlze shown m Fig 5 l(b) 
the ensemble shown m Fig 5 l(c) 1s greater than that However, the dependence of the perturbatlve mter- 
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OH Y 
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Fig 13 (contmued) 
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actlons on the distance between the ensemble con- 
stltuents can explam immediately the surprlsmgly dlf- 
ferent electro-oxldatlon potentials of bridge-bonded 
and linearly bonded CO on Me(100) and Me(ll1) The 
perturbatlve interaction energies resulting for either 
[Me], (bridge-bonded COXOH) or [Me], (linearly 
bonded CO)(OH)) on Pt(ll1) and Rh(ll1) respectively 
(Figs 4 2 and 4 3) generate extremely stable ensembles, 
so that the correspondmg electro-oxldatlon potentials 
may fall m the potential range where 0 adatoms rather 
than OH adsorbed species are formed on both Pt and 
Rh Accordmgly, it seems more reasonable to assign 
the voltammetrlc peak at 1 11 V to a surface oxldatlve 
adsorbate process mvolvmg 0 adatoms and (CO) ad- 
sorbates instead of assigning it to (bridge-bonded 
COXOH) adsorbate 
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